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Abstract: Earlier measurements on half-li*"»* of the 686 keV,
623 keV and 618 keV levels in 187Re hav» shown remarkable
disagreements. The main object of this investigation has
been to remeasure these half-lives by means of the delayed
coincidence method utilizing a long-lens electron-electron
spectrometer. The half-lives of these levels were measured
as beingt

686 keV level: Tj - 10±3 pe,

625 keV level: Tj - 548*20 ps

618 keV level: Tt < 50 ps



1. Introduction

187
The excited states of Re, populated in the decay

of W, have been investigated extensively ~ }. From
187the recent investigations of the decay scheme of W nucleus,

the energies and quantum numbers of collective excitations

in 187Re seem to be well established ' and interpreted

theoretically in terms of the Nilsson model ' (see Fig. 1)

Since the nuclear lifetimes for different levels in
187

Re represent a sensitive test for the interpretation of

the level scheme, various authors ' have attempted to

measure.the lifetime of several levels in this nucleus.

Unfortunately, the lifetime measurements of the 686,

625 and 618 keV levels have shown that there is an apparent

discrepancy between the different results '. The primary

aim of the present publication is to rexneasure the half-lives

of these levels and to find an explanation for the deviations.

2. Experimental Arrangements

2.1. APPARATUS

All measurements indicated in this paper were perfo med

using a long-lens electron-electron coincidence spectrometer

especially equipped for lifetime measurements. This instru-

ment was described in earlier papers '. In most of the

measurements the pre-acceleration technique ' was utilized.

2.2. SOURCE PREPARATION

187
The W source was produced by irradiating inactive

186

spectroacopically pure W in the form of an oxide» electro-

plated on 1200 vg/cm Al-foils for one day in a flux of
14 2

4.2 10 n/cm ••. This was carried out in thr* reactor of
Studsvik. The diameter of the source was about 4 •».

3. Measurements

Xn the present paper, we have neasured the half-lives

of the 686, 625, and 618 keV level! of 187Re utlnf different

electron coincidence combinations fro» Idle beta decay of

the 23.9 h 1?!w isotope. Figure 1 show» the level —•—•***
1ft7 "1ft7

of 187Re.
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3.1. LIFETIME OF THE 686 keV LEVEL

According to the level scheme of Re nucleus

(Fig. 1), it can be seen that the 686 keV level is

strongly populated by an approx. 53% direct beta branch.

It can also be seen (Fig. 2) that the K-conversion line

of the 479 keV transition is well separated in the
187electron conversion spectrum of the Re nucleus.

Therefore it seems natural to measure the lifetime of

the 686 keV level, using the self-comparison method.

One of the spectrometer lenses were focused on the

479 keV K-conversion electrons, and the other 16 keV

below, on the beta continuum populating the 686 keV level.

The time spectrum of this setting was compared with another

time spectrum, recorded with the same energy settings of

the electron lenses, but with a negative 16 keV preaccele-

ration applied to the source holder. The centroide shift

thus represents twice the meanlife of the measured level.

The instrumental time shifts and uncertainties were esti-

mated 4-n the following way: counting rate changes in the

photomultiplier tubes of approx. 2 ps, admixture of the

K-conversion contribution in the beta-cio. nel of about 1 ps

and shift due to time-of-flight difference of approx. 0.5 ps

caused by the preacceleration of the electrons. The half-life

of the 686 keV level was thus found to be 10±3 ps.

3.2. LIFETIME OF THE 625 keV LEVEL

As can be seen from the level scheme of Re ' presen-

ted in Fig. 1, this level is mainly populated by a 5.2% beta

branch and the 239 keV transition, and depopulated by the 7,

36, 114 and 625 keV transitions. Since the 239 keV transition

is weak, the only possible coincidence conbinatlon involves
both the beta branch electrons and the conversion electrons
arising from any of the above mentioned transitions. Hoover
the 114 and 625 keV transitions cannot be used/ since they
cannot be resolved fro» the 107 and U i keV transitions,
depopulating the 618 keV level. Moreover the 114 k«V I-conver-
sion electrons are not very well separated fro» the X U r Mmgtac
electrons. Fortunately, the 36 keV L-conver*lon eleetsoM
offer a coincidence
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combination without any admixture. Tö be able to

detect these low energy (24 keV) electrons, a pre-

acceleration voltage of 16 keV was applied to the source.

The beta-channel was focused onto the beta-continuum

populating the 625 keV level at an energy of 165 keV.

The observed time spectrum has a pure slope (Pig. 3)

This is well separated from the instrumental slope

of a prompt time resolution curve recorded with the same

energy settings, but coincidences taken between the beta

continuum and the F-line of a ThB source.

The time spectrum was analysed by means of a least

squares fit of the experimental data, with an unfolding-

function of an exponential decay curve and the prompt-

time resolution curve. From the best fit, the 625 keV

level half-life was found to be 548+20 ps.

3.3. LIFETIME OF THE 618 keV LEVEL

This level is mainly populated by a 5.2 % beta

branch and the 246 keV transition and it is depopulated

by the 107 and 618 keV transitions. Since the 246 keV

transition is weak,and the 618 and 625 keV transitions,

depopulating the 625 keV level, cannot be resolved in

the electron spectrum,the only possible coincidence

combination is hence between the beta branch and the 107 keV

transition. Using a 16 keV preacceleration voltage,

coincidences were taken between the 107 keV K-conversion

electrons,and the beta particles with 164 keV energy. The

beta setting was choosen to coincide with the energy of

the 16 keV preaccelerated F-line electrons in ThB which

was used as comparison source. All observed time spectra

showed both short and a long-lived components. The loog-lived

corresponds to coincidences between the beta electrons

and the 36 keV M-conversion electrons fro» the 625 keV

level, with a half-life of 548 ps. The spectra were

analysed using least squares rits and the unfolding

method with two different titm distributions. Since the

longer half-life is known, the short half-life could few

in the least squares fit. Thus an upper lialt oould few

found below which the best fit was independent of
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half-life of the time distribution. Thus, the 618 keV

level could,in this way, be assigned a half-life of

* 50 ps (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

The half-life of the 686 keV level (T± = 10±3 ps)

is found to be within the limits of the half-lives

reported by Langhoff8), Petersen10*, Abou-Leila et al. ',

and Andrejtscheff et al.,13* but in violent disagreement
9)

with the lifetime given by Shubnyi et al., which he obtained

from the resonance fluorescence measurements and by

Vartapetian , also obtained from the delayed coincidence

measurements.

The half-lives of the 625 keV and 618 keV levels

are found to be Ti = 548±20 ps and Ti < 50 ps, respectively.

Most of the earlier delayed coincidence measurements

showed that either the 625 keV level or the 618 keV level

possess a half-life of about 0.5 ns and it was

pointed out that the measured half-life may belong to

the 618 keV level. This conclusion was drawn by

comparing of the ratio of the delayed rate with the prompt-

coincidence rate with the expected ratio calculated

from the known y-intensities.

From the present work, it is evident that the long

half-life belongs to the 625 keV level. Our value

concerning the half-life of the 618 keV level, is found

to be in agreement with that reported by Langhoff / '

while showing discrepancy with all other measurements
11, 13)

The erroneous conclusion drawn In ref. 11 and 13,

concerning the lifetim-s of the 618 and 625 k«V levels,

can be explained if the level scheme by Barman et al.

is used. The strong 7 kaV transition between the 618

and 625 keV levels reduces the ratio between the prompt

and delayed coincidences, that la expected if tha Ion?

lifetime is attributed to tha 625 keV level. A re-

analysis of the lncensity ratios will probably ahov

that the results obtained in r«f. 11 and 1J rapport an

interpretation in which tha 625 k«V level has a half-
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life of 548±20 ps.

The lifetimes of the 686, 625 and 618 keV

levels have been collected in table 1 together with

transition energies, relative gamma-ray intensitites,

multipole mixing ratios and total conversion coefficients

derived from other experimental measurements

These data have b-aen used to calculate the partial

gamma-ray half-lives for all transitions. We compared

them with the theoretical single-particle Weisskopf

estimates14*. To obtain the Weisskopf estimate a

nuclear radius constant of 1.2 fm and a statistical

factor S = 1 were used14*.

Table 1 also shows the hindrance factor F

calculated relative to the theoretical, single-particle,

Weisskopf estimate of the partial half-lives.

The Ml-transitions with energies 114, 107 and

36 keV all proceed between the Nilsson states 411+

to 402+ vibr. The retardation factors for the 107

and 36 keV transitions are similar,but it is difficult

to understand why the 114 keV transition is more than

ten times more retarded than are the other interband

transitions.

The retardation of the 625 and 618 keV £2 transitions

should also be the same. The mixing ratio of the 618 keV

transition is not well known and it is quite possible

that there is some agreement between the retardation

factors for the two transitions.
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Table 1

Experimental data and hindrance factor for Y~ray transitions of 187Re nucleus

Level

(keV)

686

625

€18

Tå
(ps)

10(3) a )

548(20)a)

11.2±0.9f)

EY

(keV)

686

552

479

625

114

36

7

618

107

Branching
ratio in .,
percent

50.8 %

9.4 %

39.8 %

29.5 %

5.9 %

9.2 %

55.4 %

98.2 %

1.8 %

Multi-

polarity0 ' d )

pure El

pure El

pure E2

pure E2

Ml

Ml

Ml +

<15% E2

Ml +

12% E2

- 2 b )

0.33x10 *

- 2 b )

0.48x10
_2b)

1.74x10 *

- 2 b )

1.10x10

3.64C)

17.4C)

2.60x10 *

4.22C)

Tiy(exp)

1.98X10"11

l.O7xlo"10

2.56X10"11

1.88x10" 9

4.31xlO~ 8

1.09x10" 7

43.80X10"11

>7.80xl0"13-

3.69x10" 9

2.71x10" 8

Tiy (exp)

»»«

3.10xl0+4

8.74xlO+4

6.14xl0"2

17.1X10'*'2

2.58xlO+3

2.06xl0+2

5l.33xlO+2

>0.7

1.83xlO+2

3.62xlO"2

f )

present work. b)From ref.5) c)From theory. d)Frora ref.1* reported in ref

rtf.
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Fig. 4. Least squares fits to the time spectrum recorded

in the measurement of the 618 keV level. The

longer lifetime corresponds to admixture from

-the 625 keV level, a) shows the fit with x,

prompt and b) with T,.» »60 ps.
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